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Abstract. This paper develops an agent-based methodology for
meeting scheduling. In such a multi-agent system, each agent acts
on behalf of a user. For each user the meeting scheduling problem is
modeled by a fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem, and an appoint-
ment is made by negotiations among agents. A negotiation proce-
dure concerns with two key components: the protocol for organizing
negotiations among agents, and the operator for fusing agents’ indi-
vidual evaluations for a feasible time slot. In particular, we propose
a kind of selfish protocol, and present an axiomatic framework for
fusion operators. In addition, a meeting scheduling example is used
to illustrate the proposed methodology.
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1 Introduction

A meeting scheduling task usually requires a lot of efforts in com-
munication and negotiation among attendants since they may have
different timetables, constraints and preferences. If the task is done
manually, a great deal of human resources have to be poured in. Un-
fortunately, the result may still be unsatisfactory, especially in the
case where a meeting involves a lot of attendants and constraints.
Since such tasks always follow similar routines in their decision mak-
ing processes, it is possible to develop computer systems for this kind
of tasks with manual involvement as little as possible. That is, atten-
dants simply need to feed their timetable, constraints and preferences
into a computer system, and then the system automatically makes an
appointment among attendants for a meeting.

Initial meeting scheduling systems usually used centralized ap-
proaches, in which all users’ information are collected and processed
in batch mode. Recent systems adopt an agent-based approach since
agents [1], 1) allow users to focus on more productive tasks, and
can solve the problem without users’ guidance; 2) can accomplish
tasks through cooperation among agents; 3) can improve the quality
of information processing by preventing errors perhaps due to the te-
dious nature of such tasks; 4) can take into account any changeof any
agent’s need dynamically; and 5) allow users to keep their privacies.

In our multi-agent system for meeting scheduling, each agent can
act on behalf of a user and hold the user’s information necessary for
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scheduling meetings,e.g. available time slots, constraints and pref-
erences. Such pieces of information are modeled by fuzzy constraint
satisfaction problems (FCSPs) [13, 5]. When a user wants to host a
meeting with other users, the user just needs to run the correspond-
ing agent, which negotiates with the agents acting on behalf of other
concerned users. During the negotiation procedure, there are two key
components: 1) a protocol used to organize the negotiation, and 2) a
fusion operator used to aggregate all agents’ individual evaluations
for a feasible time slot for a meeting. Main characteristic of our pro-
tocol is that during negotiation each agent tries to maximize its inter-
est, and so we call the protocol selfish protocol.

Although there have been some works which link meeting sched-
ule problems to constraint satisfaction problems and multi-agent sys-
tems, they are different from ours here. First, the issue of fusing
agents’ individual evaluations for a feasible time slot is almost ig-
nored. Instead, this paper addresses the issue. In fact, we suggests an
axiomatic framework for fusion operations, and discuss their con-
struction. Although a sort of fusion operator is also involved in
[14, 6], they are just some specific operators rather than an axiomatic
framework. In addition, unlike our setting, they do not put weights of
agents into account when fusing. Second, according to [18] the con-
straints techniques are necessary for this sort of problems, but not
many researchers handle this sort of problems by using constraint
techniques, especially by fuzzy constraint techniques [16, 13, 5].
For example, [6, 7, 2, 14, 8] do not handle the problems by con-
straint techniques. In [18, 17], the constraint techniques rather than
fuzzy constraint techniques are used. While this paper uses fuzzy
constraint techniques to handle the problem. The conventional con-
straint techniques provides an elegant way to formulate problems
with hard constraints which can never be violated. However, in real-
life, this is sometimes inflexible. Thus, various efforts have been
made for equipping conventional constraint technique with soft con-
straints which can partially be violated. One of them is introducing
the concept of fuzzy constraint satisfaction [16, 13, 5]. Third, our
protocol is different from the previous ones (e.g. in [17, 2]) mainly
in that through ours an optimum appointment can be made but not
through theirs. In [6], Garridoet al: just implements a simplified
version of the protocol presented by Sycaraet al: in [17].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls
concepts related to FCSPs. Section 3 defines the basic concepts and
terms involved in multi-agent system for meeting scheduling. Sec-
tion 4 outlines a selfish protocol for making an appointment among
agents, and studies the properties of the protocol. Section 5 suggests
an axiomatic framework for fusion operations on agents’ individual
evaluations for a meeting proposal, and studies the construction of fu-



sion operators. Section 6 illustrates our methodology with a meeting
scheduling problem. The last section summarizes our main contribu-
tions and sheds light on some future research.

2 Preliminaries
This section recalls some basic concepts of FCSPs.
Definition 1 A fuzzy constraint satisfaction problem (FCSP) is de-
fined as a 3-tuple (X;D;C f ), where

1) X = fxiji = 1; � � � ; ng is a finite set of variables;
2) D = fdijdi is the domain on which the variable xi takes values,

i = 1; � � � ; ng is a finite set of all domains associated with each
variable in X; and

3) Cf is a set of fuzzy constraints:
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where var(Rf

i ) denotes the set of variables of Rf
i .

Clearly, in an FCSP(X;D;Cf ), each constraintRf 2 Cf is a
fuzzy relation among the variables in the subsetvar(Rf ) of X. If
each constraint is a crisp relation among the variables, namely its
membership function (or calledcharacteristic function) takes val-
ues only onf0; 1g, then the FCSP degenerates to aconstraint satis-
faction problem (CSP).
Definition 2 The assignment of value v to a variable x, denoted as
vx , is said to be a label of the variable. A compound label vX0 of
all variables in set X 0 = fx01; � � � ; x

0
mg � X is a simultaneous

assignment of values to all variables in set X 0, that is,
vX0 = (vx0

1

; � � � ; vx0m): (2)
Given a compound label, the membership degree of a fuzzy con-

straint tells just a local degree to which the constraint is individually
satisfied by the label. Naturally, we would like to know theglobal
degree to which all constraint are satisfied with a compound label.
Definition 3 In an FCSP (X;D;Cf ), given a compound label
(vx1 ; � � � ; vxn ) of all variables in X , the global satisfaction degree
is defined as

�(vx1 ; � � � ; vxn) = minf�Rf (vvar(Rf ))jR
f 2 C

fg: (3)
A solution of an FCSP (X;D;Cf ) is a compound label

(vx1 ; � � � ; vxn ) of all variables in X such that
�(vx1 ; � � � ; vxn ) � �0: (4)

Here�0 is called the threshold for solutions.

Generally speaking, people are interested in finding out the degree
to which a compound label satisfiesall the constraints in an FCSP.
Thus, the operatormin is used in (3). Generally, in an FCSPmin

can be replaced by a T-norm. Corresponding to a T-norm is a Trian-
gular conorms (T-conorms), which we shall also use later. So, here
we recall both of them briefly. A detailed description of T-norms and
T-conorms can be found elsewhere [4].
Definition 4 If an operator � : [0; 1]� [0; 1] �! [0; 1] satisfies:

1) a1 � a2 = a2 � a1;
2) (a1 � a2) � a3 = a1 � (a2 � a3);
3) if a1 � a2 and a3 � a4 then a1 � a3 � a2 � a4;
4) a1 � 1 = a1;

where a1; a2; a3; a4 2 [0; 1], then � is said to be a Triangular norm
(T-norm) on [0; 1], denoted as4. If � satisfies 1), 2), 3) and

4)0 boundary: a1 � 0 = a1;

then � is said to be a Triangular conorm (T-conorm) on [0; 1], de-
noted as5.

One of the important properties of4 and5 is
Lemma 1 8a1; a2 2 [0; 1];
a1 4 a2 � minfa1; a2g � maxfa1; � � � ; ang � 5(a1; a2): (5)

3 Basic Concepts
This section defines some basic concepts in our methodology.

The user’s information about a meeting can be divided into three
classes: a timetable, constraints and preferences. The latter two
kinds of information can definitely be modeled by fuzzy constraints.
The first kind can also be modeled by fuzzy constraints. In fact, a
timetable can be represented by fuzzy constraint with one variable:
1) the more the user favors a time interval, the bigger the membership
of the constraint when the variable takes the time interval as its value;
2) that the membership is1 means the user feels fully satisfactory if
the meeting can hold within the time interval; 3) that the membership
is 0 means the user is not available within the time interval.

In order to solve a meeting scheduling problem, we introduce the
concept of an FCSP multi-agent system as follows:

Definition 5 An FCSP multi-agent system is a 4-tuple
(A;�; !;P) where

1) A = f(Aj; �j)jAj = (X;D;C
f
j ) is an FCSP, �j is the threshold

for solutions of Aj , j = 1; � � � ; nAg is the set of all agents, each
of which is associated with an FCSP;

2) � : [0; 1]� [0; 1]! [0; 1] is a fusion operator;
3) ! : fA1; � � � ;AnAg ! [0; 1] is a weight function, which assigns

a weight to each agent;
4) P is a protocol used to organize a negotiation for a solution ap-

proval by all agents.
Let us explain some terms which we will use in the following sec-

tions. In an FCSP multi-agent system, acoordinator agent is re-
sponsible for proposing a time slot, called aproposal, for a round of
negotiation. At the end of a round of negotiation, if a proposal is fea-
sible for each agent, it becomes anappointment candidate among
agents. During a round of negotiation, the FCSP in each agent has
an overall satisfaction degree to a proposal. This evaluation is called
the agent’sindividual evaluation for the proposal. When a proposal
becomes an appointment candidate, the corresponding coordinator
agent uses a fusion operator to fuse all other agents’ individual eval-
uations for the appointment candidate, as well as its own individual
evaluation for the appointment candidate. The fused result is called
theoverall evaluation for the appointment candidate. When the ne-
gotiation procedure is finished, one of the appointment candidates is
promoted to become theappointment among all agents.

4 A Protocol for Meeting Scheduling
This section gives a protocol for organizing an appointment for a
meeting, and discusses basic properties of the protocol.

4.1 Selfish Protocol
The basic idea of the protocol is as follows: 1) In one round of nego-
tiation, the coordinator agent first proposesa proposal, and then other
agents check the proposal with their own timetables, constraints and
preferences. If the proposal cannot be accepted by all other agents,
the coordinator agent proposes another proposal. The procedure con-
tinues until a proposal is accepted by all agents or the coordinator
agent cannot propose any more proposal. In the latter case the pro-
cedure terminates and no appointment can be made among agents.
In the former case the proposal becomes an appointment candidate.
2) Each agent, in parallel, plays a role of the coordinator to organize
a round of negotiation to find an appointment candidate. 3) The ap-
pointment candidate with the highest evaluation among all appoint-
ment candidates is promoted to become the appointment among all
agents. During negotiation each agent tries to maximize its own in-
terest, and so the protocol is called aselfish protocol.



The protocol consists of the following steps:
0) In parallel, each agent plays a role of the coordinator, denoted as

Acoordinator , to organize a round of negotiation. Let�coordinator =
1.

1) Initiating a round of negotiation.

1.1) Based on the current value of�coordinator , we construct a CSP, in
which everything is the same as the original FCSP of the coordi-
nator agent but for each constraintR its characteristic function is
given by

�
0
R(vvar(R)) =

�
1 if �R(vvar(R)) � �coordinator ,
0 otherwise.

(6)

1.2) For the above CSP, if the coordinator agent can find a solution, it
sends the solution as a proposal to the relevant agents.

1.3) If the coordinator agent cannot get a solution to the above CSP,
then set

�coordinator = �coordinator ���coordinator ; (7)
where

��coordinator = minf�R0 (vvar(R0))� �R(vvar(R)) j

R
0
;R 2 C

f
; v
0
var(R0) � v

0
X ; vvar(R) � vX ;

�R0(v
0
var(R0)) 6= �R(vvar(R))g: (8)

If �coordinator is less than its threshold for solutions of the coor-
dinator agent, then the protocol returns no solution and terminates;
otherwise the protocol turns to step 1.1) again.

2) Checking the proposal. Each agent receiving the proposal, ac-
cording to its constraints, evaluates the proposal.

2.1) The proposal is accepted by an agent if its evaluation for the pro-
posal is greater than or equal to its threshold for solutions. In this
case, the agent replies the coordinator agent with a message in-
cluding its evaluation for the proposal.

2.2) The proposal is rejected by an agent if its evaluation for the pro-
posal is less than its threshold for solutions. In this case, the agent
notifies the coordinator agent. After receiving the notice, if the co-
ordinator agent can find a new solution to the above CSP, it sends
the new solution as a new proposal to the relevant agents, and
the protocol turns to step 3); otherwise, by (7), the coordinator
agent reduces the current value of�coordinator . Sequentially, if
�coordinator is less than the agent’s threshold for solutions, then
the protocol returns no solution and terminates, otherwise the pro-
tocol turns to step 1.1) again.

3) Processing replies. When a proposal is accepted by all agents,
it becomes an appointment candidate. Then the coordinator agent
calculates the overall evaluation for the appointment candidate by
fusing all agents’ individual evaluations for the candidate. The coor-
dinator agent keeps the appointment candidate as well as the overall
evaluation for the candidate.

4) Making an appointment. An appointment candidate with the
highest overall evaluation is promoted to become the appointment
among all agents.

4.2 Basic Property
Theorem 1 If there is an appointment among agents, then the pro-
tocol must terminate and an appointment must be made. Moreover,
the overall evaluation for the appointment is greater than or equal to
the overall evaluation for any common time slot.
Proof. In our multi-agent system for meeting scheduling, the num-
ber of agents is finite, and each agent organizes only one round of
negotiation. So, in the procedure to make an appointment there are
just finite rounds of negotiations. Since the FCSP in each agent just

has a finite domain, the number of the solutions to the FCSP is finite.
Hence, every round of negotiation will terminate. So, the protocol
must terminate.

Since there is at least one solution accepted by all agents, there
should be a solutionvX among solutions, which has the highest over-
all evaluation. Denote the agent, which gives the highest individual
evaluation for the solution, asAj. We can prove that the solutionvX
can be found in the round of negotiation organized byA j.

Let the individual evaluation of the coordinator agentAj for the
solutionvX be�H, that is

�H = minf�R(vvar(R))jR 2 C
f
j g:

Thus,
8R 2 C

f
j ; �R(vvar(R)) � �H: (9)

1) Clearly, there is an integernH such that

1� nH ���coordinator � �H � 1� (nH � 1)���coordinator ;

(10)
where��coordinator is given by (8). Let

�coordinator = 1� nH ���coordinator : (11)
Thus, by (10)

�H � �coordinator : (12)
2) Based on the value of�coordinator given by (11), we construct

a CSP, in which everything is the same as the original FCSP of agent
Aj but for each constraintR its characteristic function�0R is given
by (6). Denote the constraint set of the CSP asC. Clearly, by (9) and
(12),

8R 2 C;�R(v
0
var(R)) � �coordinator : (13)

Thus,
minf�0R(vvar(R))jR 2 Cg

= minf1jR 2 Cg (by (13) and (6))

= 1:
So,vX is a solution to the CSP. Since in the case there is a solution,
the value of�coordinator is always greater than or equal to the thresh-
old for solutions to the FCSP, clearly the solution is also a solution
to the FCSP.

3) In other words, in one round of negotiation organized by agent
Aj, in stepnH the solutionvX can be found. Moreover, according to
the protocol, before stepnH , any solution to the FCSP ofAj cannot
be accepted by all other agents. Accordingly, there does not exist any
solution ofAj with an individual evaluation greater than the evalua-
tion for the appointment. Alternatively, the solutionvX indeed is the
optimum appointment among agents.

Therefore, the theorem holds. 2

5 Fusion Operators
In this section, we give an axiomatic framework for fusion opera-
tors, and discuss their construction. The issue of evaluation fusion is
also involved in a multi-agent system, developed by Scottet al: in
[14], for meeting scheduling, but it is different from ours here. We
presents an axiomatic framework for this sort of operators and in-
vents a method for constructing this kind of operators, whereas they
just give a particular operator.

5.1 Axiomatic Framework
Definition 6 A binary operator � : [0; 1] � [0; 1] ! [0; 1] is a
fusion operator if it satisfies the following properties3:

1) 8a1; a2 2 [0; 1]; a1 � a2 = a2 � a1;
2) 8a1; a2; a3 2 [0; 1]; (a1 � a2)� a3 = a1 � (a2 � a3);

3 In this definition, properties 1, 2, 6 and 8 are inspired by our previous
work[10]; the idea behind properties 3, 4 and 5 is from Zhanget al. [22]
(the operands of which take values on[�1; 1] instead of[0;1]); property
8 owes to Cai [3]. These papers are all related to stand-alone/distributed
expert systems. So, our fusion operators may also be applicable to expert
systems, especially distributed expert systems.



3) 8a1; a2 2 (0:5; 1]; a1 � a2 � maxfa1; a2g;
4) 8a1; a2 2 [0; 0:5); a1 � a2 � minfa1; a2g;
5) 8a1 2 [0; 0:5);8a2 2 (0:5; 1];minfa1; a2g � a1 � a2 �

maxfa1; a2g;
6) 8a 2 [0; 1]; a � 0:5 = a;
7) 8a 2 [0; 1]; a � (1� a) = 0:5;
8) 8a1; a2; a3; a4 2 [0; 1]; a1 � a2^a3 � a4 ) a1�a3 � a2�a4:

Let us explain the intuitions behind the above definition. Proper-
ties 1 and 2 are used to guarantee the result of a fusion operation
is independent of the order of the operation. Property 3 captures the
intuition that when two evaluations are both positive they should en-
hance the effect of each other, while property 4 captures the intuition
that in the case where two evaluations are both negative, they should
weaken each other. Property 5 means that in the case where two eval-
uations are in conflict we should get compromise. Property 6 exposes
that if an agent has no idea about the proposal the agent should have
no effect on the fused result. Property 7 means that in the case where
two agents give exact opposite evaluations the coordinator agent can-
not get any idea from these two agents. Property 8 captures the intu-
ition that a fusion should be monotonic and do not decrease on[0;1].
The bigger a value in[0; 1] the higher an evaluation, estimated by the
value, for the same proposal. Therefore, when the assessment for the
evaluation of one agent is fixed and the another agent’s increases, the
assessment for the fused evaluation should not decrease.

The theorem below states that a fusion operator is a group.

Theorem 2 ([0; 1];�) is a commutative group.
Proof. Clearly, the operator� on [0; 1] is closed, and satisfies the
associative and commutative laws. The unit element is 0.5 and the
inverse element ofa is 1� a. So, the theorem holds. 2

This theorem is very interesting. Although this paper has not used
the result, it bridges group theory and decision-making problems in
multi-agent systems, and so may lead to some interesting and impor-
tant properties.

By Definition 6, we can easily prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3
8a 2 [0; 0:5); a � 0 = 0; (14)

8a 2 (0:5; 1]; a � 1 = 1: (15)

In the above theorem, (14) states that in the case two evaluations
are both negative, if one evaluation represents the complete violation,
the fused result means the absolute violation,i.e. the proposal is not
acceptable absolutely. This is in accordance with the intuition.

In the above theorem, (15) implies that in the case no user is
against the proposal, if there is a user who accepts the proposal com-
pletely, then the proposal should become an appointment candidate.
It seems to be a little inconsistent with the intuition. If the weight of
an agent is put into consideration in a decision-making process, how-
ever, it could be reasonable in the real life. For the reason, based on
the idea behind our relative weight model [9], we define the concept
of discounted evaluation for a proposal through a weight as follows:
Definition 7 In an FCSP multi-agent system (A;�; !;P), let the
evaluation of the agent Ai for the proposal vX be �i(vX), then the
discounted evaluation, �0i(vX), of Ai for vX is given by

�
0
i(vX) =

!(Ai)

maxf!(Aj)jj = 1; � � � ; nAg
� �i(vX): (16)

Then when performing a fusion operator on discounted evalua-
tions, even if two evaluations are positive, only in the case the eval-
uation of the agent with the highest weight among agents represents
the full satisfaction to a proposal, the fused result means the complete
satisfaction to a proposal. In fact, we have:
Theorem 4 If and only if !(Ai) = maxf!(Aj)jj = 1; � � � ; nAg,
then �i(vX) = 1) 8a 2 (0:5; 1]; a� �

0
i(vX) = 1: (17)

Proof. By (16), if and only if !(Ai) = maxf!(Aj)jj =
1; � � � ; nAg, then�0i(vX) = �i(vX) = 1: Thus, by (15), the the-
orem holds. 2

5.2 Construction
Comparing Definition 6 with Definition 4 as well as Lemma 1, we
can see that the fusion operators here are completely different from T-
norms and T-conorms, but T-conorms can give us hint in constructing
fusion operators. In the following, we will discuss this issue.

Firstly, we introduce T-conorm-like operators.
Definition 8 An operator 50 : [�1; 1] � [�1; 1] �! [�1; 1] is a
T-conorm-like operator if it satisfies:

1) commutativity: a1 50 a2 = a2 5
0 a1;

2) associativity: (a1 50 a2)50 a3 = a1 5
0 (a2 50 a3);

3) monotonicity: a1 � a2 ^ a3 � a4 ) a1 5
0 a3 � a2 5

0 a4;
4) unit: a50 0 = a;
5) contrary: a5�a = 0;
where a; a1; a2; a3; a4 2 [�1; 1].

By the above definition, we can easily prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2
1) 8a1; a2 2 [0; 1]; a1 50 a2 � maxfa1; a2g;
2) 8a1; a2 2 [�1; 0]; a1 5

0 a2 � minfa1; a2g;
3) 8a1 2 [�1;0]; a2 2 [0; 1];minfa1; a2g � a1 5

0 a2 �
maxfa1; a2g;

4) 8a 2 (0; 1]; 150 a = 1;
5) 8a 2 [�1; 0);�150 a = �1:

Now by the above lemma, we can prove4 the following theorem
for constructing a fusion operator.

Theorem 5 The following operator is a fusion operator:

a1 � a2 = h
�1(h(a1)5

0
h(a2)); (18)

where h : [0; 1]! [�1;1] is an 1-1 mapping satisfying
h(0) = �1; (19)

h(1) = 1; (20)

h(0:5) = 0; (21)

8a 2 [0; 1]; h(1� a) = �h(a); (22)

8a1; a2 2 [0; 1]; a1 � a2 ) h(a1) � h(a2): (23)

Notice if we restrict a50 operator on[0; 1] it turns into a T-
conorm. So, by the above theorem sometimes we can construct a
fusion operator from a T-conorm. For example, leth(x) = 2x � 1,
from the following T-conorm

a1 5 a2 =
a1 + a2

1 + a1a2
; (24)

we can obtain the following fusion operator

a1 � a2 = h
�1

�
h(a1) + h(a2)

1 + h(a1)h(a2)

�
=

(2a1�1)+(2a2�1)
1+(2a1�1)(2a2�1)

+ 1

2
:

(25)
6 An Example
We illustrate our approach by a simple meeting scheduling problem.

Three agentsA1,A2 andA3 will make an appointment for a meet-
ing, chosen from 4 time intervalsI1, I2, I3 andI4. And the type of
meeting is business and the type of meeting host is boss. Suppose the
constraints concerning with time intervals as shown in the following
table:

I1 I2 I3 I4

A1 1 0.7 0.2 0.6
A2 0.2 0.7 1 0.9
A3 0 1 0 0.9

4 The proof of the theorem is straightforward. For the lack of space, it is
omitted here, but can be found in [11].



Suppose in agentA1 there is another constraint which concerns two
variables: time intervals and the type of meeting (e.g. emergency,
business and leisure). The membership degree of this constraint is as
shown in the following table:

I1 I2 I3 I4

emergency 1 1 1 1
business 1 0.8 0.3 0.9
leisure 0 0 0.3 1

Suppose in agentA2 there is another constraint which concerns three
variables: time intervals, the type of meeting (e.g. emergency, busi-
ness and leisure), and the type of meeting host (i.e. boss and col-
league). The membership degree of this constraint is as shown in the
following table:

time interval I1 I1 I1 I1 I1 I1
meeting type e e bu bu l l

host type bo c bo c b c
membership 1 0.8 1 0.7 1 0

time interval I2 I2 I2 I2 I2 I2
meeting type e e bu bu l l

host type bo c bo c b c
membership 1 0 1 0.6 1 0

time interval I3 I3 I3 I3 I3 I3
meeting type e e bu bu l l

host type bo c bo c b c
membership 1 0.3 1 0 1 0

time interval I4 I4 I4 I4 I4 I4
meeting type e e bu bu l l

host type bo c bo c b c
membership 1 1 1 1 1 1

In the above table, e=emergency, bu=business, l=leisure, bo=boss
and c=colleague. In addition, suppose the three agents’ thresholds
for solutions are0:5, 0:6 and0:8, respectively.

In the round of negotiation organized byA1, it first proposesI1 as
a proposal. Its own evaluation for the proposal is1. The evaluations
of the other two agents for the proposal are0:2 and0, respectively.
They are less than their thresholds, and so the proposal is rejected
by A2 andA3. ThenA1 proposesI2 as another proposal. Its own
evaluation for the proposal is0:7. The evaluations of the other two
agents for the proposal are0:7 and1, respectively, which are greater
than their thresholds, and so the proposal is accepted by all agents.
Thus,I2 becomes an appointment candidate. By the fusion operator
given by (25), we get1 as the overall evaluation forI2.

In the round of negotiation organized byA2, it first proposesI3
as a proposal. Its own evaluation for the proposal is1. The other two
agents’ evaluations for the proposal are0:2 and0, respectively. Un-
fortunately, they are less than their thresholds, and so the proposal is
rejected byA1 andA3. ThenA2 proposesI4 as another proposal. Its
own evaluation for the proposal is0:9. The other two agents’ evalua-
tions for the proposal are0:6 and0:9, respectively. Fortunately, they
are greater than their thresholds, and so the proposal is accepted by
all agents. Thus,I4 becomes another appointment candidate. By the
fusion operator given by (25), the overall evaluation forI4 is 0:99.

In the round of negotiation organized byA3, when it first proposes
I2 as a proposal and the proposal is accepted by all agents (the reason
as discussed in the round of negation organized byA 1).
I2 has a higher overall evaluation thanI4. So, finallyI2 is pro-

moted to become the appointment among the three agents.
Note that the negotiations of all agents start at the same time, and

thus the negotiation ofA3 is necessary although all possible time
intervals have been examined during the negotiations ofA1 andA2.

7 Conclusion
Based on fuzzy techniques, the paper develops an agent-based ap-
proach for meeting scheduling problems. Compared with previous
works, it is novel in three aspects. First, a meeting scheduling prob-
lem is modeled by FCSPs in multi-agent environment. Second,a kind
of selfish protocol is presented. An appointment made through this
protocol is a overall optimum common time slot. Third, an axiomatic
framework is identified for fusing agents’ individual evaluations for
a proposal. The framework is also applicable to solution synthesis in

distributed expert systems [21, 22, 20], parallel combination opera-
tions [10] in expert systems and aggregation operations [19] in fuzzy
mathematics. In addition, a meeting scheduling example is used to
illustrate the proposed methodology.

It is worth further developing: 1) other protocols for more compli-
cated meeting scheduling problems; and 2) other models for fusing
agents’ individual evaluations for a proposal.
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